
PRINCIPAL STATISTICIAN/SENIOR PRINCIPAL STATISTICIAN 

*These remote opportunities are open to any US home-office location. 

Theorem Clinical Research is seeking Principal Statisticians and Sr. Principal Statisticians for 
full-time, salaried roles in the US.  In this role, the selected candidate will analyze all parts of 
any clinical study, and provide planning on multiple clinical studies from multiple clients, along 
with the following: 

 Manage Biometrics project teams and track department project activities (including 
project revenue) and provide status updates. 

 Prepare statistical sections of protocols, including sample size calculations; develop 
randomization specifications and verify 

 Represent department on interdepartmental project team and serve as contact with 
clients for statistical aspects of clinical studies. May serve as project leader for “back-
end” projects involving multiple studies. 

 Assist in establishing departmental processes, interaction with other departments, 
training of staff and other departmental administrative duties. 

We require a Master’s degree/Ph.D. in Statistics/Biostatistics or equivalent; 4-6 years for M.S. 
and 3-5 years for Ph.D. in clinical data experience. High degree of accuracy and attention to 
detail along with proficiency in SAS and ability to program using SAS macro language required. 
Proficiency in statistical procedures including non-parametric analysis, linear and non-linear 
models, categorical data and survival analysis techniques is also required along with excellent 
project management and organizational skills. 

No special physical demands and major part of work done in office environment.  Some travel 
required for project team meetings. 

When you’re ready to join a company that’s as dedicated to excellence as you are, THINK 
THEOREM. 

To apply, please visit: 

http://www.theoremclinical.com/careers.aspx 

Follow these links for more information: 

http://www.theoremclinical.com/biometrics.aspx 

http://www.theoremclinical.com/ 

At Theorem, you’ll join a team of like-minded individuals headed by some of the most dynamic 
and influential leaders in drug and medical device development today. You’ll work on cutting-
edge global research projects in a fast-paced but collegial atmosphere where you’ll have the 
opportunity to make meaningful — and acknowledged — contributions. You’ll have opportunities 



to grow personally and professionally and abundant room for advancement along with generous 
incentive programs. 

Theorem Clinical Research Inc. is a leading midsized provider of comprehensive clinical 
research and development services with offices in more than 30 countries and a customer base 
comprised of some of the world's top pharmaceutical, biotech and medical device companies. 
As a forerunner in medical device and drug-device combination trials with notable capabilities in 
pharmaceuticals and biologics, Theorem offers deep expertise in a broad range of therapeutic 
areas and in all phases of development. With some of the industry's top scientists and most 
advanced clinical analytics capabilities, Theorem ensures smooth-running, successful trials. For 
the full-service, right-size global research partner, don't think twice. THINK THEOREM. 

Theorem Clinical Research is an equal opportunity employer, M/F/D/V 

 

 


